CARBON
NEUTRAL
LUBRICANTS
FOR EUROPE
UNDERSTANDING
THE BENEFITS FOR
EVERYDAY
MOTORISTS

Shell Lubricants aspires to deliver
improved performance with
lower emissions, fewer natural
resources and less waste.
That’s why Shell will offer customers
in Europe a portfolio of carbon neutral
lubricants1 across heavy duty diesel,
passenger car and industrial applications.
Shell aims to offset the emissions of over

61 million litres
of lubricants, compensating for
280,000 tonnes of CO2e2
per year in Europe.

CARBON NEUTRAL LUBRICANTS FOR EUROPE
UNDERSTANDING THE BENEFITS FOR EVERYDAY MOTORISTS

REDUCE

OFFSET

ASIDE FROM OFFSETTING,
SHELL IS EMPLOYING
MEASURES SUCH AS:

Shell also continues
to look for
ways to reduce
its emissions

FOR THE
EVERYDAY
MOTORIST

and has taken out
over 34KT CO2e
emissions from its own
operations, reducing
its carbon intensity
by over 30% since
2016.4

Our passenger car motor
oil helps motorists drive
more efficiently as it
can save up
to 2 litres of
fuel for every
full tank.3

First, we avoid and reduce the emissions from
our own operations, while helping customers
manage their own sustainability needs

NOW

LUBRICANTS
from Shell are
CARBON NEUTRAL

Moving to more renewable
energy sources in the production
process of its oil.

Then we offset any remaining CO2 emissions
from lubricants with carbon credits generated from
externally verified, high quality nature-based projects
Shell Lubricants are Carbon Neutral,
by protecting and restoring nature

Drivers and motorists
are increasingly
expecting cleaner
solutions to engine
performance

AVOID

Emissions from
all stages of the
product lifecycle
ARE OFFSET BY SHELL

Over 50% of the
electricity used
in Shell’s Lubricant
Blending Plants
now comes from
renewable sources.5

Shell has installed
energy monitoring
systems at its
facilities that allow
it to improve
their energy
efficiency.

from acquisition of
raw materials to
the end of life
of the product

“Carbon neutral” indicates that Shell has engaged in a transaction where an amount of CO2e equivalent to that associated with the raw material extraction, transport, production, distribution and end-of-life of the product has been avoided as emissions through the protection of natural ecosystems or removed from the atmosphere
through a nature-based process 2 CO2e (CO2equivalent) refers to CO2, CH4, N2O emissions 3 Based on ACEA M111 fuel economy results compared with the industry reference oil 4 Own operations involved in manufacturing of lubricants and based on Shell Internal Reporting 5 Including renewable electricity contracts
1

